Abstract-Channel information is indispensable to employ advanced channel aware technologies such as packet scheduling and adaptive modulation and coding (AMC). In this paper, we first investigate the delay effect of instantaneous signal to interference and noise power ratio (SINR) on the spectral efficiency of multi-user orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) systems that employ packet-based channel aware technologies. To alleviate the performance degradation due to delayed channel information, we consider the use of predicted channel gain for link adaptation with packet scheduling. It is shown that the use of predicted channel gain can significantly enhance the spectral efficiency particularly in high mobility environments. For practical realization of an optimum predictor, we propose a grouped minimum mean square error (MMSE) prediction scheme, which can substantially reduce the implementation complexity without noticeable performance degradation. Finally, the proposed scheme is verified by computer simulation.
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Index terms: channel state information, packet scheduling, MMSE prediction, OFDM I. INTRODUCTION It is known that channel aware techniques (e.g., packet scheduling, adaptive modulation and coding (AMC), and hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ)) can significantly enhance the average spectral efficiency of multi-user orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) systems [1, 2] . However, these channel aware techniques needs accurate channel state information (CSI) (e.g., instantaneous signal to interference and noise power ratio (SINR)) in the transmitter. Previous studies often assume the use of perfect (or accurate) CSI in the transmitter [3, 4] . However, since the transmitter often acquires the CSI from the receiver, it may suffer from performance degradation due to unavoidable transmission delay through a feedback channel. This problem becomes serious as the mobility increases. To alleviate this problem, the use of predicted CSI was suggested [5] .
Recently adaptation in single-user systems [6, 7] . However, to the author's best knowledge, no result has been reported on the effect of instantaneous SINR prediction on multi-user systems. In this paper, we consider the use of predicted channel gain (or instantaneous SINR) for link-adaptation with packet scheduling in the downlink of a multi-user OFDM system. To this end, we consider the use of a linear optimum minimum mean square error (MMSE) predictor, called Wiener predictor, as the channel gain predictor. Although the optimum Wiener predictor can provide appropriate performance even in high mobility condition, it may not easily be applicable due to high implementation complexity [8] . To alleviate this problem, we employ a grouped MMSE filtering scheme that can substantially reduce the implementation complexity without noticeable performance degradation.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes a multi-user OFDM downlink system. In Section III, we investigate the effect of channel prediction on the channelaware techniques. To alleviate the implementation complexity problem, we propose a grouped MMSE filtering scheme in Section IV. Finally, conclusions are summarized in Section V.
II. SYSTEM FRAMEWORK

A. System model
Consider an OFDM downlink system, where Xm(n,k) denotes the m -th user signal at the n -th symbol time and the k -th subcarrier, m E {0,1,..,M -1} and kE {0,1,..,K -1}. The frequency domain symbol is converted into a time domain signal using inverse fast Fourier transform (FFT where L is the number of multipaths, S() is Dirac delta function, rm / and hm. 1(t) are the delay and complex-valued CIR at time t of the l-th path, respectively. Since the CIR can be estimated accurately by using the received pilot symbols, we assume perfect coherent detection in the receiver. B. Packet scheduling
The spectral efficiency can significantly be improved by employing an intelligent packet scheduling scheme taking the channel condition into account, so-called opportunistic packet scheduling [9] [10] [11] . The maximum SINR scheduling and proportional fair (PF) scheduling are examples of the opportunistic scheduling.
The maximum SINR scheduling selects a user whose instantaneous SINR is the largest as mQ= arg maxtymym(n,k)], (3) me{1l M} where Y-m and ym(n,k)(= Hm(n,k) 2) are the average SINR and the channel gain of user m, respectively. Thus, -mym(n,fk) represents the instantaneous SINR. Assuming that M users are allocated in each subcarrier, we can omit the subcarrier index k without loss of generality. This implies that a multi-carrier system with an opportunistic scheduler can be treated as a simple parallel extension of a singlecarrier time division multiplexing system [9] . Therefore, we will omit the index k in what follows.
The maximum SINR scheduling maximizes the spectral efficiency by achieving the multi-user diversity (MUD) gain.
However, it may not guarantee fairness if the average SINR Y-m of each user has a large variation. This fairness problem can be alleviated by employing a PF scheduling scheme as in the cdmalx EvDO system [10] . Letting Rm(n) be a possible transmission data rate at symbol time n and Ri(n) be the average data rate up to the symbol time n, the PF scheduler selects a user according to
If we assume that all the users experience the same channel statistics and that the observation time is sufficiently long, 
where Z (ndt, kdf ) denotes the noise term.
To alleviate the delay problem associated with the CSI, we consider the prediction of channel gain at time (n + p)dt .
The predicted channel gain can be obtained using a conventional one-dimensional Wiener predictor in the time domain as
Hm((n + P)dt)
where 
) IrM (X) = r ( r(X)M{1-F7(x)}vf rJ(X) where f,(x) and Fj(x) denote the pdf and cdf of the channel gain y, respectively. Here, we omit the time index n and the user index m for brevity. Note that the user selected by a PF scheduler is equal to F$m.
When the outdated channel gain is used for the PF scheduling, the average spectral efficiency can be represented in a closed form [9] . Similarly, we can analyze the performance of PF scheduling with the use of predicted channel gain. Assuming that user M4Q is scheduled based on the predicted channel gain, we can represent the average spectral efficiency of the selected user as
where ym, ( 
The (23), (26) suggests that the MUD gain is affected by a factor of p2 when the scheduling is performed based on the predicted channel gain. If the channel correlation p is zero, no MUD gain is achievable. On the other hand, (28) suggests that the MUD gain is affected by a factor of (1-a2) with the use of predicted channel gain, where 0< o2 < 1 . It can be seen in Fig. 1 that p2 rapidly decreases as the mobility increases, whereas (1-a2) does not. Fig. 2 depicts the average spectral efficiency in terms of the prediction MSE. For reference, the spectral efficiency is also shown when there is no MUD gain. It can be seen that the use of predicted channel gain is quite effective unless the prediction inaccuracy is too large. Notice that no MUD gain is achievable if the prediction MSE o2 is larger than 1 as mentioned before.
IV. A COMPLEXITY REDUCED CHANNEL PREDICTOR
The use of predicted channel gain can significantly improve the performance of channel aware techniques. However, the use of a Wiener type predictor may not easily be applicable mainly due to the implementation complexity [8, 11] . To alleviate this complexity problem, it is often considered the use of a simple moving average (MA) or Lagrange interpolation filter as the predictor. However, these filters may not provide desired performance because they do not efficiently utilize the channel correlation properties [11] . To alleviate these issues, we propose a so-called grouped MMSE filtering technique. If the filter coefficients are not much changed between the adjacent pilot symbols, it can be possible for the filtering process to use adjacent pilot symbols in a group basis rather than a symbol by symbol basis.
As illustrated in Fig. 3 
and the corresponding prediction MSE is given by
In order to properly employ the proposed grouped prediction technique, it is necessary to determine the number G considering the channel correlation between the pilot symbols. We combine the pilot symbols in a group, whose correlation values are larger than a threshold level 2.
Simulation results show that the optimum threshold is in a range of 0.95 to 0.99. Although the optimum correlation threshold somewhat decreases as the maximum Doppler frequency increases, it may be practical to use a constant threshold (e.g., 2 =0.95).
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